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PRECURSORS

University

IN DI?I’(MJATIONS
IN POROUS ExPLOSIVES

Robert L. Spaulding, Jr.
of California, Los Alamus National
LorI Alamos, New FIexlco 87545

Laboratory

Photographs of detonation waves in low-densJty HMX and
a brilsh~
PETN, made with an image-intensifier camera,
The
liant band of light in front of the presnure jump.
r65iation temperature is ●atimated to ba 12,000 K to
A
14,000
K. TrIe spectrum of thin liqht is continuous.
gauge ahowa a gradual buildup of pressure from the
quartz
material prcducing the light. Tho material has little effect cn the propagation of detonation.

I

Further observations, using pelleto of plautic->onded HMX
and single cryntals of PETN, show that the material throvn
off the free surface is transparent, with a leading .dg@
Colliaon of this matemoving at approximately 20 mm\us.
rial with polymethjl methacrylate (PM)
produces a brilliant llght with a spectrum that is initially a narrow
H,l line. Quartz gauges measure the rate of pressure
buildup of this material.
J

b
1.

INTPODUC”fION

During the past forty years, sev[1-3) tiave been
made of the light recorded in photographs of detonating ●xploeiveo when
air Shock la lupprensed. Paterson (2)
●hewed that in the abaence of air
shock , very bright light 1s emitted
from detonating granular PETN, and from
strongly ~hocked layera of NaCl, whereas only faint liqht 10 emitted by plaBBlackburn and
tic explosive alone.
Seely (3) showed that the bright light
obnervcd by Pat@rson in tiaCl is not
caumed by ● ir shock bocaume it 10 undirnininhed in intenolty when methane lo
#uba’ ituted for air.
●ral investigation~

Later, Soely (4) sho~od that detonat n9 Pelleto of pr~n~od lWX and PETN
emit a bright burst of light, briqhter
than tha subsequent air ohock, and that
thim burst of light 18 emitted ● ven
when the ●xplosive in detonated in
He further
methane, helium or vacuum.
showed that matarial is cjoctod from
the surface of a largs, detonating PETN
crystal which produc~a ● brilliant
llght when it ●tagnatem agalnut ●noth~r
PETN crystal ●urfaco.
Ho postulated

Stagnation hot spots against rlownotream
grains to be the ignition mechanlmm for
❑hock initLatlon of granular explomivem,
At about the name time,
Lundborg (5) showed that, in a vacuum,
some material is thrown off tho end of
a detonating stick of TNT with a VelOClty that varies with ‘he amount of roRidual gas in the vacuum and reachts 20
mm/Us at a presndre of 0m13 Pa. Hay,
Petorm, and Watuon (6) then showed from
spectroscopic otudies that the material
moving with the highest velocity ia hydrogor., and it is followeJ by other
Tho work dimheavier atomic species.
cuased in this pap~r was undertaken to
further charact~riza this material ●nd
to ●tudy itm connection with the detGnatlon procoas,
11.

EXPFRIMENIS

OUK ob8ervationi were ~~de with
imaqo-int0nmlfi9r
camaras (I C) [7)
or
with ●ach camera capablo of singlo
All ●xposurom ware
multiple exposurco.
rnmds at ● nominal 10 n-.
Intensification gain wn- 8@loctnbla ●nd wat vari~d
from 10,000 to IQ-S than 100, ● s roquirod by ●ach ●xporlnwnt.

“at our firt3t set of experiments,
A sample
HMX wab the ●xplosive used.
containing a large fraction of coarse
crystals wan sieved to obtain a coarse
cut of -20/+40 and a fine cut of -70
(USA Standard
Testing
Sieve Designation) . Samples were loaded by pouring
into an aluminum shot assembly
(Fig.
1), which contained
a detonator
at me
end and could be sealed
and evacaated.
The dens~ty
of the exelosive
tias approximately
0.95 Mg/mJ, or one-half
All shots were eof crys~al
density,
2 is a phovacuated to 1.3 Pa. Figure
of the coarse
cut of w
detotograph
The light
from the detonation
nating.
is very bright
and is scattered
forward
through
the translucent,
undetonated
crystal
aggregate~
confusing
the interof the photograph.
This
pretation
scattered
light
was largely
eliminated
by coating
the HMXcrystals
with a
blsck dye (Flo-master Transparent Black
the
ink) . FigaLe 3 ia a photograph,of,
blackened
coarse
HMXcrystals
with the
2.
There
same exposure
as that of Fig.
reis little,
if any, scattered
light
maining,
and the source of the light
is
a region with a thickness comparable to
The experia few crystal
dimensions.
ment was repeated
with the fine cut of
Exposure was the
HMX, also blackened.
same a8 for Figs.
2 and 3, The result
The light
is as
is shown in Fig. 4,
bright
as befo~e,
but the re$ion
emitting the light
has a thickness
proportional
to the size of crystals
anl
hence is narrower
than that seen with
the coarse
cut.
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EBW detonator
Fig.

10 Shot

agaembly

\
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m

for observation

of detonations
in pour density
HMXand PETN. PBY 9501 is the
designation
for 95* HMXbonded
with 59 plastic
and pressed
to
high density.

of the
Macroscopic
examination
of the shots
StIOWCin
fl.ln, negatives
Figs.
3 and 4 shows detail
not visible
Of particular
interest
in the print.
dense spots
are a number of small~ very
embedded in the image? indicating
regions with a high radiation
temperature
surrounded
by regions
with a lower temperature.

An experiment
was done to obtain
an estimate of the radiation temperatures
in these bright
bando of light.
Photographs
were m~de of the two samples
shown in FifJn.
3 and 4) of a samblackened
NaCi crystals
ple of coarse
shocked by high-density
NMXI of the sun
B.
and of argon shocked by Composition
were taken on a single
The photographs
and proceosed
to ensure
piece of film,
of all
aresa of the
uniform
tr~atment
The lmsge of the mun whs barely
film.
detectable
●nd much too !!aii)t co
print.
The remaining
inlagea were read
It wao found
on ● microdens~ tometer.
th.
that the chocked ●rgon prod’jced
(and
greatest
dmaity
on tha negative
hence was the bright~st
object
Photo-

I
I
I
I
I

I

{

I

rig.

2.

of
Photograph
coarse
HMX.

Detonating,

.

Both samples of IiMX and
shocked NaCl produced
impges indicating
general
brightness
levels
below that of
argon but much greater
than that of the
sun.
In all three
samples,
moreover,
indicating
there were a few small areas
less
brightness
levels
only a little
The sun
than that of shocked argon.
has a blackbody
temperature
of approxishocked by
mately
5762 K (b) and argon
Composition
B has a blackbody
temperature of approximately
18 000 K (9).
especially
in
The gamma of the film,
the higher
density
range,
was not measof the
ured and an accurate
estimate
radiation
temperature
could#
therefore,
We can, however,
make
not be made.
based on con~ideration
rough estimates
of the
of the calculated
response
image-intensifier
tube to blackbody
radiation
of various
temperatures
between 6,000 K and 18,000 K. On thin
basis,
the hottest
spots seen in detonating
HMXas well as shocked NaCl have
radiation
temperatures
as high as
12,000 R to 14,000 K, while the remaining areas have lower temperatures in
K region.
the 9,000 K to 12,000

graphed).

Fig.

Fig.

3.

Photograph
of detonating,
coarse Ht4X blackened
to supscattered
light.
press

of detonating,
fino4, Photograph
grain NMXblackened
to suppress
mcattered
light.

These

radiation
temperatures
correal
temperatures
in the
radiating
medium only if it is a blackbod
(i.e.,
if it is optically
thick
wit i a blackbody
spectral
distribution) . The optical
thlcknes$
was not
measured,
but a crude spectrum
of the
light
wac made.
For our
band of bright
spectrograph
we used the setup shown in
Fig. 5.
The #hot assembly
was loaded
with fine
(-70 sieve)
blackened
PETN
and oriented
so that the thin band of
detonation
light
could act ~s its own
slit.
Because
the exposure
time was 10
ns, the image movement was leas than
0.05 mm at t}~e camera and produced
no
discernible
blur.
Lens No. 1 imaged
the d~tonation
on a combination
clear
glaaa piate
and interference
filter
with b~nd pass of N1O nm, cent@r@d on
the 546.1-n:,~ line of Hg. Jh!a
ih~g. in
tu:n was? reimaged
on the I C by lans
passing
throu!;h
the transNo. 2 after
mission
grating.
The grating
used has
for
the first
200 qrooves/mm,
is blazed
order,
and givem a sp.ctral
resolution
some 10 times Sreater
than the resolution of the camera (%15 lp/mm).
Figure
of detonating
6 shown tha npectrum
●treakc
PJTN.
Tho various
horizontal
correspond
to e~pecially
bright
spots
of detonation
light.
along the strip
The small patch of light
above th~ main
spectrum
near t-hti ranter
of the
ictura
transmitt~d
by the Tnteris the light
at 546.1 nm.
T}!. a ● cferenco
filter
trum ~xtenda
from approximately
65 g nm
to 416 nm.
It is co~ttinuous,
and is
much orighter
in the blue than in the
respond

to

vacuated
shot asaembly
filled
with
coarse
iiMX. Since
the detonation
light
was almost as bright
as the argon flash
iteelf,
it was attenuated
to avoid severe overexposure
of the photograph
of
A Kodak gelatin
the shot assembly.
neutral
density
2 (ND-2] filter
was
found to be suitable.
It was trimmed
and oriented
to just
cover the image of
the HMX. The photograph
obtained
is
shown in Fig. 8.
Shock wingn can be
seen in the polymethyl
methacrylate
(Pt4MA), on either
side of the band of
detonation
light,
making an angle of
and
Q53e with the axis of detonation,
-riginating
at the rear
of the band of
A’ght.
They show clearly
that the detr.,ation
light
in this
explosive
system
is produced
ahead of the pressure jump,
as surmised
by Seely
(4).

red, even after
allowing
fcw photocathThis
ode response
in the two regions.
of
observation
supports
the ●stimates
high temperatuea.
the position
In order to relate
the brilliant
detonation
light
to
the Position
of the traditional
‘detonation
front”
or pressure
jump, some
experiments
were done with the shot
A sm~.11 argon
setup shown in Fig. 7.
flash
illuminated
the front
of the e-

of

ls--Fltt8r
Filt.r
T

Fig.

Fig.

Ltns
No. I

L.ns
No. 2

Gtatlng

5. Experimental
setup to obtain
of detonation
light.
spectrum

6.

this experiment
the ND-2 filter

from the first image plane and placing
surface
of the
it against the inside

~lltikk
Shot
A.sambly

of
A variation
was made by removing

a

Spwtrum
of, detonating
PETN.
blob above the up@etlum
Small
la light
transmitt~d
by ● n lnwith 10 nm
tcrf~ronc~
filt.r
on 546.1
band width cantered
nm, The blue end of the mp@ctrum in to the right.

PM?4Awindow, in contact
with the HMX
column.
The result
is shown in Fig.
a9* Again,
there
is a band of light
head of the pressure
jump, as marked by
of the shock wings or either
the origin
In this
column.
side of the detor,ating
of hot
photograph
there
is a pattern
material
behind the shock frontl
not
seen in the
revious
photograph,
which
to be brighter
appears
on t [ e negative
light.
In
than the band of detonation
other
experiments,
similar
structure
has been oherved
in the material
bewhen the band of
hind the shock front
detonation
light
was heavily
overextemperature
of
p=~sd . The raoiation
these glowing
spots
is estimated
to be
2,500 X to 3,500 K. The pas6cge of the
shock front evidently
dectroyed
the
gelatin
film ND-2 filter,
thereby
allowing 100 times as much light
transmission
as before,
making it pocsible
to record
the brilliant
detonation
light
and the much less brilliant
light
in a single
exbehind the shock front
of
posure.
The cause of the pattern
relatively
cool spots
is not known.
The observation
of material
prethe shock front
in the detonaceding
tion,
although
not unexpected,
stimuto characterize
it.
lated
experiments
● quartz
gauge
In the first
experiment,
at the end of a detonating
was placed
evacuated~
eoarae
column of blacken~d,
wac allowed
to
H&M●nd the deton~ticn
rurl into it afi rrhawn trr Fig. 10,
At
the same time,
three
photogr~
hn were
takm
at 150-n~ intervals.
TRe photo● re
shown in Pig. 11 and the
grspha
gauge recordu
aro shown in Fig. 12.

ArfPXIFlesh
NF~t:ro

PC
I

o

Fig.

7. Shot setup for the simultaneous
observation
of detonation
light
in HMXand shock location
in
PUMAwindow.
The ND-2 filter
was cut to just cover the image
of the NMX.

Ht4X
light
in coarse
9* Detonation
photographed
using the setup
shown in Fig. 7 except
that the

Fig.

ND-2 filter was placed in the
shot assembly at the HWX-PMMA

interface.
Note the shock
wings in the PMMA. The bright
patches
cf light
behind the
shock are maie visible
by the
of the gelatin
ND-2
destruction
filter
by the shock.
They are
actually
*1/100 as brilliant
as
spots
in the detthe brightest
onation
light.

photographed
baingN;;:
M&up
shown in Fig. 7,
#hock wings in tha PMMAwindow
originating
just
behind the
detonation
liqht.
The vertical
Ilnes
on either
side of the NMX
column
minum.

are

scribed

on the

alu-

The pulne on the far left
of the
upper baam ic the signal
from an ionization
pin pla~sd
8 mm below the
1.6 pa later
can be
gauge.
A pulse
rneen near th~ tise
of the signal
from
the quarts
gauge,
corresponding
to tho
first
photograph
in Fig. 11.
The lower
beam was delayed
1.0 us with r~spect
to
tha upper bebm, wrote fivo t!men as

times the voltage
fast
and had five
sensitivity.
photograph
In the first
that the band of
in Fig. 11, it appears
detonation
light
has just contacted
the
gauge.
however,
From the gauge record,
it is evident
that the gauge begins
to
sense pressure
approximately
0.3 us
earlier,
or more than half the width of
the band of light.
We surmise
this
is
cauaed

by

high-velocity

material,

too

tenuous
to produce
detachable
light,
but of. very high velocity.
of
Analyais
the gauge record
is shown in Fig. 13.
on the gauge builds
slowly
The stress
for nome 0.3 us, then more rapidly,
reaches
2 GPa and runs off scale
befor~
the mhock ●rrives.
This observation
picture
of
must modify the traditional
front
in porous ●xplosives.
a detonation
of an @stimate
of
The derivation
mass ●ccumulation
from the
follows
● version
of the
gauge dat~
“thicklate
techniqde”
described
by
shockAsay (1 ! ) for investigating
●jects
from metal surfaces.
produced

the

●real

Quartz Gauge

h’
To Vacuum
/
PMMA
Window
7

Br~iss

,,

Fi9.
Fig.

10.

12.

Shot assembly
for simultaneous
photography
of detonation
in
coarse,
blackened
evacuated
Ht4X and measurement
of stress
on a quartz
gauge.

Oscilloscope
record
of StKeSS
on a quartz
gauge impacted
by
material
causing
detonation
Upper
light
in coarse
H!X.
beam writing
speed was at 0.5
~s/cmt sensitivity
lV/cm, 0.1
Lowe- beam wa8
us markers.
delayed
1 vs from upper beam.
Writing
speed was 0.1 ~slcml
sensitivity
0.2 V/cm, G.1 US
markers.

20

1.s

1,0

0.5

—

1,4

—–1.2

16

tlmo (M*)
hotogra he of detona1 7 ght str 7 king a quartz
Th@ first
is on the
l’he detonation
is movand the
ing towa~ds tho right,
1s just contactband of liqht
gauge.
The
ing the quartz
time interval
between the pho-

Fig. 11. Three

tion
;:;::

●

tographs

is

U.15

w.

----

x

&o~Iw,u,4ectmAatkn

----

~slMao,AwWstbnx

—

straw
V

?ig,

13.

10 -3 (ln@m2)
10-2 (mg/(un~

(9!%)
A ~.t@#

~

Anal}’sis

of

record

in Fig.

12.

Pheto#

I

gauge

shown

IF this
method, the ejects
fly across
a
gap, impinge on a thick
witness
plate,
and the stress
history
at the ●jects
plate
interface
is determined.
It in
(a) the r,,aterial
is eassumed that
jected
instantaneously
from a free surface,
(b) the latzral
dlstributim
of
mass is uniform over the extent
of the
~itness
plate,
and (c) the collision
of
ejects
with the witness
plate
is ineSimple momentum conservation
lastic.
yields
a relation
between areal mats
accumulation
rate~
dm/dt~ ancl the
stress
at the face of the witness
platt,
o, as

dm/dt

(1)

= ##-

of the inis the velocity
V(t) is the velocity
of an
increment of ejects, dm, related
to the
gap thickness,
d, and time, t, by:
,.
“t

where U(t)
terface

and

rJ dt
.
(2)
—— d
t
In our experiment
U is neglected
bed, and
cause U ~~ V. Furthermore,
hence V, are indeterminate.
Also, assumption
(b) is certainly
not valid
because the active
gauge surface
is 4 mm
of cletin diameter
and the photographs
v-d+

onation light in the coarse liMX show
considerable irregularities on a scale
If, however,
1/10 of this dimension.
we take V to be 5.3 mmips (the approxi-

thick wall PMMAvacuum tube, gives
a
rough measure of the distance
between
free
surflscc
and the
the exploaivc
dynamic
gauge (20.0 mm). The first
photograph
was taken just
as the leadon the
ing edge of the band of light
ejeCtL3*
wedge, made by the transparent
(Note
waa even with the gauge surface.
that the black line on the rear surface
visible
until
of the PMMA tube remains
the usual detonation
products,
moving
at %8 mm/Ps, cover it.)
The last
photograph
was taken just
before
the cloud
of opaque detonation
products
struck
the gauge.
The qauge record
analysis
is
shown in Fig. 16.
It shows that
some
mater al has a velocity
greatec
than 20
the light
detectable
in
mm/u!s although
the f rst Photcxraph
of Fir-r. 15 appears
to come fr~m sl~we; material
movih~ at
~20 mm/ps.
From EY. (3) we can estiof the ejects
gas as a
mate the density
It varies
from
function
of velocity.
strik‘vO.03 ~g/mm3 for the material
ing the gauge in the first
photograph
to %0.9 ug/mm3 for corresponding maphotograph.
If we
terial in the third
mateassume that the highest-velocity
rial
(>15 mm/us) is
ponding
to an ~real

=

dm/t.lt

v

.

0

~

corres-

accumulation
of %0.65 ~g/mm , it is equivalent
to
of exploall the hydrogen
in a layer
sive approximately
10-pm thick.

of the explomate detonation
velocity
sive),
values
for cYm/dt can be found
and graphically
integrated
from o(t),
of the areal
mass
tc give an estimate
of time
accumulation
as a function
13).
An estimate
(also shown in Fig.
of the material
striking
of the density
the
the gauge can be made by dividing
dm/dt,
by
rate of masa accumulation,
the velocity,
or

P(t)

hydrogen,
mass

EBW Detonator

(3)

Pg/mm3at
1.6 I.& and %70
lg/mm at 1.75 un.
These estimates
are too high because
the asaumed velocity is only the detonation
velocity
and
move faater
than
the ejectu, necessarily
this,
but the estimatea
do -how that
the density
of material
in the ejects
at STP ia 1.29 I@/at earn is low (air
5
M)*
9ivinq-2

mm

A ●econd

experiment
wan done ob?rom a dense
@xplothe ●jecta
a 20-ram gap,
a g~ometry
sive traversing
ri~ore in keeping
with the assumption
14 shows a sketch
stated
above.
Figure
of the shot ●ss~mbly,
and Fi9. 15 shows
the static
photograph
and two dynamic
ii~ the static
photograph.
The scale
●lthough
di$torted
by the
photograph,
nerving

Fig.

14.

Sk@tch of shot ●ssembly
for
eimultaneoua
phot
raphy
of
detonation
●jecta ? rom ●
PIJ.: 9501 pellet
suriking
●
PMMA wedge ●nd quarts
g&uge
of tho momentum
measurements
of ti~, mekerial.

To characterize

further

the

mate-

rial
producing
detonation
light,
an experiment
whs done to observe
the spectrum produced
by the detonation
of a
of PETN in a vacuum,
in
mingle crystal
material
was allowed
which the ejected
to strike
a polished
PUMAwedge.
A
high quality,
free of
crystal
of very
inclusions
and measuring
9.5 x 37 x 21
mm, was glued to the face of a booster
pellet
of plastic-bonded
HMX in a shot
as8embly
sketched
in Fig. 17.

Fig. 15. One 8tatic and two dynamic

photographs

showing

ejects

from a PBX 9501 pellet

strik-

ing a quartz

a PUMA

gauge

ar,d

wedge.

tt’
I
t

&
I*O

1.2

tt
t
tf

//

1.4

The spectrum
obtained
is shown in
line is prominent
Fig. 18.
The Ha
and
and, in agreement
with Hay, Peters,
Watson (6), is the first
light
seen.
narrow,
it broadens
as presAt first
sure increases,
finally
merging
into a
superimcontinuum
with a few lines
posed.
A very bL’Oad HP l~ne is faintly
discernible
and three
other
distinct
lines
lines
can be seen.
One of these
at
appears to be the oxygen triplet
615.7 nm. The other
two lines
at 493
nm and 455 nm have not been identified.
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16.

Aaaumdatlon Rats,

Oa@tmdw)

(we)

The PMWAwedge was imaged on a
vertical
slit.
so that the end of the
wedge face nearest the crystal was at
and the end farone end of the slit
thest
from the crystal
was at the
other.
The spectrum
thus was resolved
The
in time as well as wave length.
slit
was imaged through
the grating
of the camera.
onto the photocathode

x Id’

y I o“’

Gauge tccord
●nalysis
o’ ejoct2
from ● pellet
of :3X
9501 tletonmted
by ● plane-wave
The srrows
indicate
the
lens.
tlmms of the photographs
shown
in Fig. 15.

of the ejected
maThe properties
terial,
(i.e.,
high velocity,
high
stagnation
temperature
but low density)
suggest
that
it might have some effect
of ● detonation
by
on the propagation
preigniting
the explosive
grains
ahead
of the shock
front.
Clearly
it cannot
for
the initiation
(and
be necessary
of
therefore
the continued
propagation)
a detonation,
because
shock alone is
In an attempt
known to be sufficient.
a series
of
to detect
this effect,
shots was fired
in which a column of
evacuated,
blackened,
coarse
HMX, inshim, waa detoterrupted
by a brass
nated at one end and the passage
of the
detonation
front
through
the shim was
Three cameraa were used ●nd
observed.
each
camera was exposed
three
times.
Figure
19 shows the results
with ●
At 0.67 PS the
0.42-mm-thick
shim.
from
detonation
light
is being ●mitted
By 1.07
the bottom of the brass
shim.
is gone ●nd begins
to reLS the light
●t 1.47 Psl recoverlnii
appear
faintly
essentially
full
brilliance
by the last
A number of such
exposure
(2.27 IIS).
shots uning brass shims of various
thickn~rnses
from CI.t!O mm to 0.25 mm
●xcept that the
show the same behavior
thicker
the shim, the lonqer
it takes
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Nine exposures
showing the
progress
of a detonation
wave
in coars~ IiMX at bulk density
through
a brass
shim, 0.42-mm
Times are from closure
thick.
of an ionization
pin.

From
the detonation
light
to reappear.
say that
these observationri
we cannot
the band of detonation
light
has no effect on propagation,
but any such efto be apparent.
fect
is too small
111. SUMMARY

Ha Spectrum

The very bright
detonation
light
observed
in porous explosives
is
caused,
at least
in part,
by material
●jected
at high velocity
from the rein the zone
acting
grains
of explosive
or stagnabehind the shock colliding
ahead of
ting against
unreacted
grains
the shock.
Radiation
temperatures
estimated
to be as high as 14,000 K in
from this
stagnasmall spots
result
Such material
is also ●jected
tion.
from a very smooth face of a cr stal of
$ jetPETN, and hence the mechanism
ting by interaction
of detonating
as a contrigrains;
while not excluded
is not necbuting
source of material,
essary
to explain
the detonation
light
spectrum
The stagnation
light.
with ~ and other
lines
is a continuum,
visible
on t:]e continuum
when time and
spectral
resolution
are sufficient.
The ejected
material
is transparent,
in
contrast
to the usual detonation
prodhaving
a
ucts,
and ia very tenuous,
roughly
comparable
to air
at
density
ST’P. It can, however,
produce
stresses
in the 1 to 2 GPa range
by stagnating
against
a solid.

of detonation
ejects
of a
from the free uurface
of PETN stagnasingle
Cry-tal
● PMMA wedg~.
ting ●gainat
The lie spectrua
was taken in a
separate
exposure
with
the
spectrograph
dimensions
unchanged from those used for
spectrum.
the crystal

to surmise
that
It is reasonable
such fast moving material,
tenuous
ignite
the surface
though it is, could
of explosive
grains
and that
these
grains
could burn fast enough
burning
jump
in the region
behind
the pressure
of
A test
to support
the detonation.
this
surmise,
obtained
by interposing
brass
diaphragms
in the path of detona-

PMMA

Wedge

Fig. 17. Sketch

of shot
assembly for
observation
of the spectrum
produced
by the ●jec~a from a
detonating
crystal
of PETN
striking
a polished
P?4MAwedge.

PETN Spectrum

667.8

601.6

nm

Fig. le.

Spectrum

nm

tion,
indicates
that detonation
proceeds with only slight
retardation
even
though the detonation
light
is extinWhile
not
guished
for 0.4 PS or more.
ruling
out the ‘hot spots”
produced
by
stagnating
ejects
as contributing
factors,
the test
seems to call
for other
mechanisms
to cause
the continual
initiation
of the explosive
and sustain
the detonation.
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